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Thank you for purchasing a Stereotech Aluminar equipment rack. Stereotech is an Australian owned company proudly manufacturing a range of 
quality audio related furniture right here in Australia. We try hard to source raw materials and components that are also manufactured in 
Australia. For a compete list of country of origin sourcing please visit the website.

Assembly of your new rack is very simple. The accessory bag contains all you need for assembly including required tools excluding an adjustable 
spanner or alternatively a 13 mm open end spanner.

Please consult the diagram on the back page to aid with assembly.

Hard floors - Use the isolation spikes as per preferred Hi-Fi practice. When using the spikes on a hard floor, place the floor protectors under each 
spike to aid with floor care and to maximise performance.

Carpeted floors - The spikes will pierce the carpet for maximum stability and performance. The floor protectors are not used.

In either case above slight tweaking of heights of spikes will be required to make the rack perfectly level. Use your spanner for this (not supplied).

It should be noted that this rack is crafted from timber. The same quality materials that premium loudspeakers are manufactured from (MDF and 
Birch Plywood). This improves performance versus other materials due to minimal resonance while still being light, stiff and durable. Although like 
loudspeakers, the clear coated timber finish may darken with exposure to light and/or damp. Spills are to be avoided. Small inconsistencies in 
finish related to the nature of timber and plywood may occur. The appearance of every timber part will be very slightly different to the next. This 
is the nature of a non man made, natural material.

Warranty – All Stereotech products carry a 2 year manufacturers warranty covering all aspects of the product as per Australian law. A 
manufactures warranty warrants against defects that have occurred during manufacturing. The warranty does not cover misuse, damage, or 
incorrect assembly. Stereotech will not liable for any injury or damage caused by this product.

Thanks again for buying a Stereotech product. If you would like to leave us a 5 star Google review it would be greatly appreciated. If you have 
any questions/issues at all please contact your dealer or Stereotech.

Contents – You should have 2 packages. 1 contains 4 shelves, the other 12 upright pieces, 4 feet and a pack of accessories. All parts should be 
unpacked and unwrapped very carefully making sure not to damage the parts with the knife or whatever tool you use to snip the tape.

Accessory pack – Your accessory bag should contain the following -

4 x M6 countersunk screws
1 x Hex key to tighten above screws
4 x Spikes
4 x Spike washers
4 x Spike nuts
4 x Floor protectors

Assembly guide – Start with carefully screwing a 250mm upright through the top of the lowest shelf (1 of the three that doesn't have countersunk 
holes in the top) into the M6 sized hole in a 50mm foot piece (M6 hole is the smaller of the two, the larger one is for the spike). Do this at all 4 
corners and then fit the spike assemblies. Then place the assembled lower shelf on the floor and 'build' the stand up from there. Firstly adding the 
next shelf and screwing it down onto the previous set of uprights using the next set. After the top shelf is sat in place screw it down with the 
supplied M6 countersunk screws and hex key.

PLEASE NOTE: In all cases carefully backing the threads out before turning them clockwise is a great way to avoid possible cross threading. Also 
note nothing needs to be done up particularly tight. The 40mm diameter of the uprights and the length of the hex key allow excessive torque to be
easily applied. Please just do up the uprights and top shelf screws snugly NOT tight (such as you might do when fitting a spare wheel).

Feel free to ring or email with any questions regarding assembly of this rack.

Check our website – For a short video that may make assembly easier.

Thanks again – For purchasing a Stereotech HiFi rack and supporting Australian manufacturing.

http://www.stereotech.com.au/



